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U.S. v. FATA VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT EXCERPTS1 :
I.

Multiple Myeloma Patients
• “After [unnecessary] chemotherapy . . . I started off bed ridden with
unbearable pain. I went to a walker, then the 4 pronged cane . . I have a
paralysis of 2 ½ toes on my left foot. I have peripheral neuropathy in both
hands and both feet. I am unable to eat with regular utensils. Only plastic
ware may touch my mouth or enter in . . . I stopped being able to comb my
daughter’s hair when she needed me the most. I couldn’t take care of my
own either. I couldn’t attend the functions for my children’s sports . . . I
have bad ticks/tremors in my hands. I . . have . . unbearable pain at the
point of touch that feels like a thousand bee sings. My feet ache, percolate
causing level 10 pain 80-90% of each day no matter what I’m doing. I have
days when I cannot stand, nor even lay down comfortably. Most nights the
pain is too great to allow me to sleep. I am on lots of medicine and even
with all that I take; it only takes the edge off just enough to keep me from
going insane or crying incessantly . . . I didn’t deserve to end up like this
even though I am still alive with love & many thanks, some days when the
pain is too great I close my eyes longing for the relief of heaven . . .”
(Patient Maggie Dorsey)
• From Approx. May 2012 – July 2013 I was treated for Multiple Myeloma
with Velcade 3 times per week Revlimid . . . Octagam . . iron and nuelasta .
. . for a cancer that I did not have. . . The things that are wrong with [me]
now are related to the unnecessary chemo treatment. I am now weak . . . I

1

Each Victim Impact Statement submitted to the U.S. Attorney’s Office
included a consent form regarding the publication of portions of the Victim Impact
Statement. The consent form requested the writer to indicate whether their full
names could be used, only their initials, or neither. The government includes in this
sentencing memorandum only the level of identification permitted by each of the
writers.
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have constant bone and muscle pain . . . I actually have what is called
smoldering myeloma which requires no treatment . . . I was very active
before this and now I can’t do the things I was able to prior to treatment.
(Patient Doris Gilley)
• “Chemo doses were never the same anytime you would ask why you were
told that there were new protocols which I knew that was not the case and
would state that the manufactures website dosage chart had not changed but
was told b[]y fata . . . they just had not changed it yet . . brain damage is a
side effect of Revlimd.. . mom can’t be left alone in her own home she is
very confused and upset all the time now she lives in constant pain from all
the unnecessary chemo.. . Mom now has medical issues that the doctors
can’t explain other than to say it is probably caused from all the
unnecessary chemo.” (Jerry Cline, Son of Patient Doris Gilley)
• “Dr. Fata . . confirmed that I . . . [had] cancer but since it was found so early
the prognosis was good. By November, 2010 Dr. Fata informed me I was
in remission but would need to be on [Velcade] chemo for the next 2 -3
years. . . I explained [to him] I was experienceing extreme pain in my
hands, joints, legs and feet. He diagnosed me with neuropathy and gave me
pain medications. He said it was a result of the Velcade, and that I had to
continue with treatments. . . In Nov. 2010 I went to the Karmanos Cancer
Center . . to have my stem cells collected just in case the cancer came back.
Dr. Fata tried to talk me out of that decision, but I was scared and went . .
.Dr. [name omitted] of the Karmanos Center sent a letter to Dr. Fata
recommending that my treatment be discontinued because of my
Neuropathy being so bad. Dr. Fata did not change the treatment nor did he
ever mention the letter . . . He told me that unless I continued the
treatments the cancer would come back and there would probably not be a
treatment that I could take . . . I was in treatment for a total of 3 ½ years,
which was 3 years too much. The chemo destroyed my immune system,
which has landed me in the hospital multiple times. I have trouble walking
and am in constant pain. I am on so many medications just to cope with the
problems that the Velcade gave me . . . Dr. Fata has hurt me irreparably . .
.My life will never be without the torture of pain and the daily hardships I
face every day . . .”(Patient Ruth Petruniak)
2
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MDS Patients
• “Since my discovery (8 Aug 2013) of receiving prolonged over treatments
(78 cycles too much, and/or 1 year and 3 months) with chemotherapy and
numerous other toxic unnecessary infusions (zommeta, iron shots, neulasta,
rituxan, and ferehame) administered by Dr. Fata . . . nurses . . .told me that I
was actually “o-ding from toxic treatments.” When all along, my cancer
was gone. . . I’m withdrawn from society and I don’t trust doctors at all.
My eyesight had been damaged . . . my teeth are becoming loose, and gums
are painfully sore and inflamed. I just want me back. I live in fear every
day, unknowingly what organs will eventually shut down due to the
prolonged over treatments . . “ (Patient C.B.)
• “My mom received her records from the F.B.I and found a new doctor . .
The new doctor . . did not agree with the treatment that had been given . .
She was diagnosed in march of 2013 with MDS which was caused from the
chemo she had previously received in 2011. (Writer Requested Anonymity)
• “I began chemo treatment after Farid Fata diagnosed me with (MDS) or
Myelodysplatic Syndrome. . . I received iron shots, then two hr IV to
remove iron that can cause organ damage.. . I do have MDS . . Sept. 3,
2013, I was told by a new Dr. I never should have been on chemo [;] only
weekly bloodwork done . . Fata said I’d be getting [chemo] the rest of my
life. (Patient Mariann Gierczak)
• “He [Fata] . . .determined that I had Myelodyspastic Syndrome (MDS) and
put me on Vidaza chemotherapy . . . [and] Neulasta . .. Dr. Fata told me
initially that I would need treatments for six months; however, when this
time came, he informed me that I would need treatments for the rest of my
life. Consequently, I continued to receive treatments for about 6-1/2 years
until he was arrested . . .Upon learning of Dr. Fata’s indictment, I went to
another . . . Oncologist . . . after studying my history . . . he determined that
I did not need further Chemo or the Neulasta shots. During the years of
treatment by Dr. Fata I suffered from many side effects . . Currently my
ability to walk normally has become very difficult because of neuropathy in
my legs, feet and arms. (Patient H.G.)
3
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• “I . . . was a patient of Dr. Farid Fata from 2010 until the day of his arrest
August 2013 . . .It started with a horrific painful bone-marrow biopsy . . he
told my husband and myself that I had Myelodysplastic Syndrome . .. . Fata
informed us that it was a terminal cancer. . . He informed us . . .that I would
need to start chemo right away . . I had ran a very successful drive for a
friend . . and, knew the only cure would be a stem cell transplant. I
informed Fata I would not receive Chemo unless I was going on the donor
list. Which he refused. I begged him to draw my blood again . . The blood
was drawn that day . . . One hour later Fata entered the room . . He said . .
“Today my lady you do not need to start chemo, its kind of your lucky day.
Your count is up enough that we’ll start you on iron infusions.” . . . Every
visit was a constant reminder that I was terminal. Farid Fata told me I
would either die from MDS or a secondary infection. He told I still could
not go on the transplant list even thou my counts were very low. . . my
transfusion days . .. progressed to [including] IVIG Octagam . . . I later
found out Octagam should never be given to anyone who has little to no
IGA . . Which would be me. . . . My new Doctor . . .said she could not
believe what her findings were! I shook and cried as she said its all lies . . .
(Patient Patricia Hester)
• “My wife was falsely and, wrongfully treated by Dr. Farid Fata . . Fata gave
my wife a diagnosis of Myelodysplastic Syndrome . . which she did not
have. . . From the beginning of his horrible diagnosis, which was presented
to us as terminal, I begin to feel a sense of helplessness . . I’m going to loss
my soulmate. I had retired and had planned on having a fun active life
together . . All this seemed shattered. This caused me . . to battle with
depression . . I also began smoking cigarettes and drinking . . The emotional
breakdown of our relationship is the hardest for me to cope with now . .. We
took a rushed Disney trip to make memories for our family. I watched as if
it was surreal as my wife gave away all the things she thought people close
to her would want to remember her . . we felt hopeless and in despair.
(Michael Hester, Husband of Patient Patricia Hester)
• “When I found out that [she] had Myelodysplatic Syndrome . . . I was
inconsolable. I feel into a deep depression. I felt like I couldn’t go on. . . . I
cried myself to sleep almost every night. Those years we thought [she] was
4
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sick were the worst years of my life. We will never get those years back . .
.Then I found out that Dr. Fata had purposely had her believe she was
dying. I became very angry, the years of sadness . . . had taken over our
lives.” (Writer Requested Anonymity, Family Member of Patient)
• “On June 19, 2013, Dr. Fata diagnosed [my husband] with MDS/cmml. We
were told the only treatment was to have monthly chemo treatments to
prevent this form of leukemia to become acute. The chemo treatments . . .
of Vidaza and Nuelasta would be for the rest of his life . . . We asked what
the percentage of probability it was, that by stopping chemo, the cmml
would become acute . . He answered 70% . . The reverse would be true if
[he] continued treatment . . . 70% chance of not become acute . . .on August
6, Dr. Fata was arrested . . . we made an appointment with Karmanos
Cancer Center . . After doing a blood analysis and reviewing the records,
[the doctor at Karmanos] said . . [my husband] never needed chemo and
didn’t need it now. . . “(Cindy Richardson, Wife of Patient)
• “My husband was told by [Fata] that he could help him by being treated
with a chemo . . .Vidasia . . .My husband supposedly had a low blood count
and was diagnosed with Myelodysplasia, a blood disorder that could lead to
Leukemia . . . After 3 treatments in 3 days and life support for 10 days [after
a heart attack] my husband was gone. . . I have been told by 2 doctors that
with what my husband had, the treatment would have been to watch and
observe before giving such an aggressive treatment . . .” (Diane Sawgle,
Widow of Patient)
III.

Rituximab (Rituxan) Patients

• “My mother . . . [received] the two year maintenance of Rituxin. . . Her
current cancer doctor has told us that was way too long.” (Donna Martin,
Daughter of Patient)
• [Fata] told [me] I had (ITP), and was subsequently put on chemotherapy
immediately thereafter . . . After Dr. Fata’s arrest, I obtained another
Hematologist and discovered I did not need chemotherapy and his direction
and prognosis was fabricated. . . .I will never be the same . . . It has be[en]
5
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extremely painful both physically and emotionally for me and emotionally
for my wife and daughter. My future doesn’t look promising or bright to
me. I have a permanent illness, with a daily fight.” (Writer Requested
Anonymity)
• “When the Chemo was concluded [for cancer], I was told [by Fata] I need
to have additional infusions of retuxan . . .once a week for 6 weeks then 6
weeks off, followed by 6 more weeks and so on for two years. The first
year I had 29 treatments . . I am now under the care of Henry Ford Hospital
. . I was informed that the max number of retuxan treatments should have
been 6 total. I was also told that they have no idea as to what effects this
will have on me as no one has had this much retuxan. I live in fear every
day not knowing what, when or how my organs will fail.” (Patient Diane
Molitoris)
• “I was treated by fata from February 2009 to July of 2013 . . after the
seventh chemo treatment . . I was in remission . . . I was given . . .rituxan
treatments six weeks on six weeks off for two years that totaled around 52
treatments that I should have never had. They say the rituxan destroys your
immune system. When I contacted the NCI they told me that no one should
ever receive back to back rituxan treatments and no more than sixteen
treatments in a one year period . . . All the hours of waiting in his office to
see him for five minutes . . Now my bones hurt all the time I’m sick all
winter long because I can’t even fight off a cold . . . I have problems with
my hands and wrist they hurt all the time.” (Patient Tim Parkin Sr.)
• “I was a patient of Farid Fata for six years. He diagnosed me [with] B-Cell
Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma that I never had. I underwent years of
unnecessary treatments. . . I started treatment in March of 2011 with a
medicine/chemo called Treanda and Rituxan along with other medicines . . .
in February 2013 . . I was in remission . . . He informed me that I would
have to take Rituxan for 6 weeks on and 6 weeks off to keep the cancer in
remission . . I had 18 weeks of treatment with this medicine before he got
arrested . . .I went to get a second and third opinion by two different
oncologists. Both doctors told me I never had cancer and should never have
been treated for it. One of the Doctors told me even if I was in remission
6
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the most Rituxin I should have been given would be 9 treatments over a
year’s time. . . I received approximately 18 treatments in a 6 month period .
. . At Fata’s suggestion, I had a mediport surgically inserted in my chest. I
was told by my new Oncologist that I did not need it and I had it removed . .
. “ (Patient Steven Skrzypczak)
• “I lost my health over . . 5 year’s of treatment . . .I should of had 2 years
max treatment . . . so that gave me 1 time a month a infusion of Rutexin, . .
Octagamm and Iron for 3 Year’s to much. 36 infusion I didn’t need at about
$7,000 each time $252,000 + a lot of hospital trips for being sick and yes
allmost death . . .”(Patient Terry Spurlock)
IV.

Zometa Patients

• “On 9/19/2013, I consulted with [a new Oncologist] . . . He . . . came to the
conclusion that I should not have been given chemotherapy . . I was over
treated for my [breast] cancer. Dr. Fata insisted that I receive hydration and
a shot of Neulasta the day after ever y chemo treatment. These are only
supposed to be given if you’re dehydrated and if white blood cell count is
low . . . Records indicate that I was never any of these things! In addition,
he gave me multiple iron transfusions that I did not need. He gave me
Zometa infusions to strengthen my bones . . . My bone density was fine. I
never needed to receive the Zometa! . . . Dr. Fata gave me such toxic doses
of chemo and other drugs that I am now permanently bald. . . I also suffer
from debilitating bone and joint pain. Finally, I struggle with something
called “chemo brain,” which is characterized by a permanent loss of
memory due to the high doses of chemotherapy that I was administered . . .a
. . .Breast Conference Board at Crittenton Hospital . . .[recommended]
surgery, and radiation therapy followed by 5 years of hormone therapy . . .I
never knew that was the recommendation of the Board . . . [until] I received
my records from the FBI . ..”(Patient Melissa Ann Kloc)
• “I took my father for a second opinion at the University of Michigan . . .
The doctor there . . said the first chemo protocol was not necessarily
unreasonable . . .but the second line chemo protocol Fata put my father on
was essentially insane. . . he could not believe that anyone would put my
7
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father on those drugs . ..we stayed with Fata to continue with injections of
Zometa and XGeva . . . An oral surgeon refused to touch my father because
of the high chance my dad could have “osteonecrosis” (bone death) of the
jaw with the slightest dental work. Meaning: so much as pulling a tooth or
filling a cavity could cause his jaw to start melting away like wet plaster, a
side effect of this drug . . ”(Ellen Piligian, Daughter of Patient)
• “Fata told us that I had MGUS and he was going to put me on Infusions of
Zometa every 30 days . . . After a few months he told us that I had Multiple
Myeloma and I would probably be on the Infusions of Zometa for the rest
of my life . . . I started losing my teeth in the beginning of 2013 . .. I had
told Fata every time something would happen. I had one tooth come out
with the socket and all. That caused me to have a hole through my jaw into
my sinuses. I had to have all but two teeth removed . . in hopes they could
use them for anchors to restore my teeth or put in dentures. That was
December of 2013. Since then I have had no teeth to eat with and now I
found out . . that the two other ones need to come out because the drug
Zometa is eating at them . . . I can not eat normal food . . . I have terrible
dreams of what I look like to people who don’t know me because of no
teeth . . . (Patient Robert Sobieray)
V.

Other Unnecessary Chemotherapy Confirmed by Second Opinion
Doctors
• I was a patient of Dr. Fata’s for 5 years . . . During that time I was on a
chemotherapy schedule of 3 weeks of chemo, one day a week and then one
week with a Dr.’s office visit. That comes to 195 chemo treatments. After
Dr. Fata’s arrest I saw two other Oncologist’s for their opinions on my case.
They both stated that per standard protocol without showing any
reoccurrences of cancer activity, I should have had six months of
chemotherapy and then follow up observation with testing. That means I
received an unnecessary 177 treatments of chemo . . The extensive chemo I
received has affected my everyday life. I have severe Neuropathy of the
hands, feet and legs. . . I also have bladder and bowel issues . . I have
compromised kidneys with Stage 3 Chronic Kidney Disease. . I am on
permanent disability.” (Patient Charles Charter)
8
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• “Dr. Fata knowingly and purposefully treated me for the wrong cancer and
gave me the wrong chemotherapy in 2013. Dr. Fata treated me for lung
cancer. The biopsy report with Dr. Fata’s signature clearly stated that the
cancer was not lung cancer . . . but was . . .kidney cancer . . I suffered
needlessly with no treatment benefit and the cancer grew. Dr. Fata also
gave me unnecessary iron infusion treatments. The lab reports in my
medical records show that my hemoglobin levels were not low enough to
require the iron treatments. Too much iron can damage the liver.” (Patient
D.C.)
• He stated that [my mother] had a very aggressive cancer that would become
untreatable if she stopped chemo and then he wouldn’t be able to save her.
I now know, he told this to MANY patients. He diagnosed my Mom with . .
.breast cancer. Sadly, I now know that the chemotherapy drug he used
during the last month of her life, wasn’t even a drug used for breast cancer .
. .he had her on a 24 hour drip for a drug used for patients with colon cancer
all in the name of greed. Several times when I had researched and
questioned his treatment, he asked if I had fellowshipped at Sloan Kettering
like he had.” (Michelle Mannarino, Daughter of Patient)
• “Dr. [Fata] decided I needed 18 months of maintenance [chemo] since he
declared I had stage 4 lung cancer . . When I went to my new radiologist
oncologist, he said . .it wasn’t lung [cancer]. . . and that all maintenance
chemos after first six were unnecessary as were the iron shots.” (Patient
A.M.)
•

“I met Dr. Fata . . . on September 6, 2011 . .. Dr. Fata started my chemo
treatments that same day . . I went in for a chemo treatment one day a week
for three weeks and then on the forth week I had an office visit to see Dr.
Fata. This schedule continued until Dr. Fata’s arrest in August 2013. . .
Around August in 2012 . . . Dr. Fata told me the chemo that I was originally
on had “stopped working” and he was going to have to order a special
chemo from Europe. Dr. Fata told me that it was hard to choose chemo for
an individual from this country because there are so many to choose from . .
. Dr. Fata also ordered several iron infusions because he told me my iron
was low . . .Due to Dr. Fata’s arrest, I found a new oncologist who ran his
9
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own tests . . . The new oncologist indicated to me that he doubted I had
cancer to begin with. He said that if I did have cancer that it would have
been a slow growing cancer and I would have bene able to live through it
without chemo treatments . . . I am currently house bound because of my
health . . . Before coming under Dr. Fata’s care, I was a very active senior . .
My life has gone from full to empty. . .(Patient J.P.)
• “I was a patient . . . from March, 2011 until his arrest August 6, 2013 . . .
After his arrest I had to find and get a new doctor . . . to see if I had been
property treated by Dr. Fata . . They were . . . amazed and shocked that I
had survived Dr. Fata’s overly gross overtreatment of a fairly easy cancer to
get rid of. This included 40 full days of chemo, 14 days of hydration, 3 iron
infusions, 3 blood transfusion, 24 various steroid injections, and 37
radiation treatments. . . My kidneys almost failed . . . My bladder has been
compromised . . . My liver function has been compromised . . . My heart
has sustained unnecessary abuse and wear . . . My hands and feet have
severe “chemo induced neuropathy.” . . . My ears ring all the time and I
have subsequent hearing loss due to the nerve damage. . .The excessive
treatment has also damaged and compromised my immune and nervous
systems.” (Patient Christopher Sneary)
• “[Fata] informed me that I had blood cancer and I needed to get treatments
which were 5 hrs. long . . .Above my other treatments that were 2 hrs 3
times a week . . . Since [Fata’s arrest] I have gone to another blood doctor
that agree that . . . I do not have any form of Blood Cancer. . . “ (Patient
Michael Ureel)
VI.

Other Unnecessary Treatments Confirmed by Second Opinion Doctors

• “I began looking for another doctor [for my mother] . . . he immediately
changed her treatment. The new Doctor told us that Dr. Fata had been
treating her for three years using a medication that should only be used for a
short time (Up to 3 months) and that it was doing nothing to correct her
condition, only mask the symptoms.” (Harvey Hammond, son of Patient)

10
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VII. Giving Chemo and False Hopes to End of Life Patients and their
Families
• “In late December . . .we wanted to quit chemo. Dr. Fata ushered us right
away into his private office. . . .He told us . . . in quitting the chemo we
should prepare for end of life care! My Mother-in-law . . . decided to
continue with the chemo . . .Feb 4th . . . The doctors at HFM told us that
they had never seen such high levels of . . .chemo in one person, that it was
off the charts! . . . she . . . passed away . . . not even 24 hours later . . . I
believe that she could have had a passing more on her own terms without all
the suffering from chemo.” (Rene and Robert Beaupre, Daughter-inlaw/Son of Patient)
• “On April 12, 2010 . . . Dr. Fata . . . said the MDS had progressed to AML
and he HAD to begin treatment the next day with aggressive chemo IN HIS
CHEMO OFFICE . . .on April 15, 2010 . . . I told him that L.B. was so
weak and unable even to lift his arms. His response was, “Don’t you have
help! He HAS to go to my office for chemo.” . . he just repeated this over
and over. . . When I told Dr. Fata [that we were taking L.B. to Crittenton]
HE HUNG UP THE PHONE ON ME!!! . . he was diagnosed with RENAL
FAILURE as a result of the chemo and was put on dialysis, in ICU and was
in very critical condition. . . . When he was discharged [on April 26, 2010],
Dr. Fata INSISTED that he HAD TO GO to his chemo office and start
chemo again IMMEDIATELY. He kept insisting that he HAD to have the
chemo if he was going to live. . . .[In June 2010], L.B. received chemo
again . . [on] July 5, because Dr. Fata wouldn’t talk to us, [we] began to
interview hospice providers. We decided which one we wanted to use and
Dr. Fata finally came in . . and said, “Oh, no, you must use Guardian
Angel’s. They are the best” . . . The next morning, our whole family was
there waiting for Guardian Angel’s nurse to come. SHE NEVER
SHOWED UP, no phone calls, nothing. . .[another doctor] said, “you can
choose which hospice you want.” [The new hospice] talked to Dr. Fata to
see if he would still be L.B.’s doctor and he would not. We had gone
against his wishes by using another hospice and he was not able to make
any more money off of us. L.B. passed away July 22. . . An expert
reviewed L.B.s case and concluded that . . .after he went into renal failure,
11
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ANY CHEMO should have been given in the HOSPTIAL and L.B.
RECEIVED MORE than he should have . . . I don’t even have a doctor
now because I don’t trust them . . He took away the trust in the doctors,
hospitals and any medical care provider. . . Yes, L.B., according to the
expert, would have passed away regardless of who his doctor was but did he
have to SUFFER needlessly? Did he have to endure rounds of chemo just
to pad Dr. Fata’s pocketbook? Did he have to BEG to talk about end of life
decisions and hospice and even then Dr. Fata ignored his requests to discuss
this, was this the way a doctor treats a dying patient? Did he have to sit in
an office and wait for hours for the doctor to see him for 5 minutes when
LB. could hardly hold up his head because he was so weak, not even able to
walk to the car by himself? Shouldn’t he have returned phone calls and
when we did talk to him not INSIST that he go to his OFFICE for chemo
BEFORE going to ER? Shouldn’t a doctor give chemo in the most
appropriate place and not only in his office for him to make money?” (B.B.
and Family of Patient)
• “we were given the news that Art [had] cancer in his lungs, rib and liver,
but that it had not spread to his brain and that with treatment he stood over a
75% chance of survival . . . .Art started getting sick not long after his
treatment began . . .He was getting weaker by the day, but still Fata led us
to believe Art stood a chance so he kept doing treatment . . a Doctor at
Crittenton came to the family. He said he did not know why Art was still
doing treatments because when cancer spreads to the brain there is nowhere
else for it to go. We were shocked . . . He continued getting treatments and
getting sicker. . . It seems nothing I can say is strong enough except to say
that Art looked like someone who was being tortured at a death camp. He
was skin and bones . . . He kept getting injections . . . He was suffering so
much. He had no life anymore . . but Fata kept encouraging him to
continue treatment. I am going to move forward to my stepdads last days.
His daughter brought him in for his treatment, but he was so weak he fell
and had to be helped back into his wheelchair. Fata still injected him with
chemo and then told his daughter to take him to the hospital. HE didn’t
even call an ambulance; he just wanted to make sure he gave him the dose
of poison so he could get paid. . . within an hour he was put on life
support. . . he passed a short time later. . . Fata did not give my stepdad
12
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cancer, but he did torture him and make him so sick with unnecessary
treatment that he knew would not help. He knew my stepdad was terminal
but chose to never let the family in on that information. Had we known the
truth we would never have recommended Art go through the treatment . .
Art spent more time in the hospital than he did at home because of the side
effects of the chemotherapy he should never have been given. . .”(Tammy
Weston, Stepdaughter of Patient)
• “I am an RN. . . I asked questions, but he had Dad so scared and believing
that Dad was his “miracle patient” and that he would save him. Dad was
too scared to leave him, even though I begged him and told him that
something was really wrong with this doctor . . . Fata never had any clinical
or scientific answers, he just used fear to control my Dad. He told him that
if he left him, he would die. Dad was so sacred, he did not want to die . .
.Just before Father’s Day 2010 . . .We were told by . . one of Fata’s illegal
“doctors” , that Dad was in remission. . . I called Fata over 40 times on
Father’s Day weekend. I wanted to speak to him directly. Dad seemed too
sick to be getting better. On Monday, the day after Father’s Day, he
answered the phone. “Oh yeah. Your Dad has full blown leukemia. He
needs to go to hospice now.” What ??? I just spent all weekend reassuring
him that he was going to live! . . . [R.S.] 7/ 21/46 - 6/24/10.” (Lynn
Johnston, Daughter of Patient)
• “My mother . . . was a patient of Farid Fata. He diagnosed her with cancer
and offered her and the family false hope that she would be able to survive
it. He diagnosed and treated her for ovarian and pancreatic cancer. . . He
said she can survive this. . . She sat through countless hours of
chemotherapy and several visits . . . in the hospital due to the dosage of
chemotherapy. Fata had convinced her that it would cure her . . . Farid
Fata stole from my mother her ability to make the final decisions regarding
her life by offering a false hope of a cure . . . It was indeed pancreatic
cancer [not ovarian cancer] . . After [she was informed that her pancreatic
cancer was inoperable] she quickly deteriorated . . . Farid Fata shortened by
mother’s life and took away her choices by misleading her to believe she
had a curable cancer. (Wendy Lukianoff, Daughter-in-law of Patient)
13
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• “Our father was told in the hospital that he had incurable cancer and the
chemo should be stopped. Then in walked Fata giving our family all kinds
of hope with his language of new chemo drugs and miracles that he would
use. Our father was told on at least 5 occasions that his cancer was either
gone or could barely be seen on the scan and that he would be cured soon
with a few more doses of “maintenance chemo” and that he would need to
do “maintenance chemo” the rest of his life in order to keep the cancer from
reappearing. . . We saw my dad get sicker and sicker . . . We saw our dads
face light up many times when told the cancer was gone or almost gone just
to be told again a few weeks later that “the cancer was back with a
vengeance” and he needed more chemo. Along with many unnecessary
treatments our father was given hundreds of injections we now know he did
not need . . . [S.L.’s] oldest child remembers Fata standing at our fathers
bedside assuring all of us that he had a “mixture” of drugs that no other
doctor had access to and that if our father was willing to “tough it out” he
could save our father’s life. . . . [S.L’s] daughter remembers that our father
died five days after Fata told him he was very “close to remission but
needed a chemo boost to be sure” 6 days after this “boost” our father
died.”(Children of Patient)
• When my mom saw Fata he told her that she had cancer, but not to worry
because he was . . . utilizing technologies that other doctors didn’t even
know about . . .if she went through treatment with him, she had an excellent
chance of being cured . . . A surgeon who had to operate on my mom,
numerous times, as a result of Fata’s incorrect “treatments” told us that she
needed to stop chemo because it was killing her. But Fata would come into
the hospital, and lie to us, telling us chemo was her only hope, that it was
actually shrinking her tumor, and that she HAD to start treatment back up as
soon as she was released from the hospital if she wanted to live . . .My mom
wanted to live so badly . . and believed Fata was trying to help her. (Writer
Requested Anonymity, Family Member of Patient)
• “On January 7th, 2013, my father [while in the hospital for congestive heart
failure] was diagnosed with lung cancer that we were told had moved to
into his spine . . .all agreed that palliative care was best to keep him
comfortable, because he had become too frail for a stronger treatment. Fata
14
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insisted on doing chemo at his personal office. He told us it was the only
option because St. Jose would not let us do the treatment in the hospital . . .
On February 8th 2013 after signing out of the hospital, my father went for
treatment at Dr. Fata’s office . . . We were informed . . . that Fata had
changed his treatment method that morning to something that had never
been discussed or agreed upon . . .My father was back in the hospital on
February 13th, 2013 . . . [On] March 1st 2013, . . .[the hospital said] my
father should go home with hospice . . the next day . . he passed away.”.
(Craig Rambo, Son of Patient)
• “Farid Fata kept adding more and more chemo to my Dad’s regime. . . He
had to beg Fata to lower his medication dosage. Farid Fata kept him on
double doses of chemo (wearing a pump) even while he was on his death
bed and it was apparent he was not going to live. He did not even let my
Dad die in peace. My Dad had to beg Farid Fata to remove his chemo
pump while he was on his death bed.” (L.C., Daughter of Patient)
• “Our mother . . . was diagnosed with Stage 4 Breast Cancer. It had already
metastasized to her lungs, her brain, her liver and her sternum. . . In that
very first meeting [with Fata] he said, “I can cure you”. He indicated that
he had access to medications that other doctors did not. He indicated that as
long as [she] followed his instructions and kept her insurance paid up, she
could be cured . . . Fata had instilled so much FALSE HOPE of a cure over
the months of seeing him . . . Farid reminded [her] that she would die
without him . . .we were wondering if there was any reason to file
bankruptcy, questioning her life expectancy. He indicated again that he was
trying a new therapy and we should definitely file bankruptcy on her behalf,
“but make certain you do not cancel any of her insurance. I won’t be able
to treat her without”, he told us . . .we asked about Hospice . . . He . . .
stated that our discussion of hospice was unnecessary as he had access to so
many more drug therapies that she would be around for a long time. He
then held her hand, looked straight into her eyes and gently said, “Don’t
worry, I will not let them stop the treatments you need”. . . She . . . was very
angry at us for the discussion that had just taken place. In addition to
everything else he was doing, he was also coming between my mother and
us . . . maybe she would have participated more in life knowing that it was
15
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nearing the end. She kept putting things off thinking that she would have
time “when she got better.” . . . [our mother] was never able to accept that
she was dying because Fata convinced her she was not. We never had the
benefit of the final conversation we should have been able to have, to say
the things we wanted to say.” (Family of Patient)
• “My mother . . . was a patient of Dr. Fatas . . . While reading moms file I
received and asking a few medical professionals I know, it has been brought
to my attention that mom was terminal right from the very first meeting
with [Fata]. . .” (Suzanne Spry, Daughter of Patient)
• “Regardless of the physical condition my dad was in you insisted treatment
must go on and it would save his life. When I pulled you into the hallway
at the hospital multiple times to ask you to tell me the truth if the treatment
would make a difference since he appeared to be getting worse, you insisted
the treatment must go on and it would save his life. . . When the PET scan
that you had insisted initially wasn’t necessary until you had the machine
installed in your office (coincidentally) revealed that the cancer had spread
to the majority of dad’s bones, what did you say? Press on! More
treatment! All the while, insisting you would save him . . . [our] family
doctor intervened . . . He told us the truth. Just take him home to die in
peace with his family. No more unnecessary treatment. No more lies, no
more false hope. . . ” (Dennis Wynn, Son of Patient
VIII. Guardian Angel
• “when he said we should go home with Hospice[,] [h]e insisted we use
Guardian Angels hospice and when we didn’t he washed his hands of our
dear Mom. . .” (Sydney Zaremba, Daughter of Patient)
IX.

Unnecessary Iron

• “Dr. Fata repeatedly gave me iron infusions (Feraheme) that I did not need .
. . the day after Dr. Fata was arrested I brought my lab reports to a new
hematologist who explained that my ferritin levels were dangerously high . .
. Even though my ferritin levels were incredibly high, Dr. Fata continued to
16
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give me dose after dose of the iron infusions . . . My “low iron” caused me a
lot of stress . . I missed so much work, leaving early for appointments with
Dr. Fata or to receive injections. I waited for hours to see him each time.
The injections made me feel ill. . . My family was very worried . . . .As it
turns out, nothing was going on . . . all I needed was the initial dose of iron
infusions . . In August 2013, my ferritin levels were over 10-15 times what
they should be . . . high levels of iron cause organ damage and major
complications. To this day, I am still having complications from my high
iron levels and my ferritin levels are still very high. The iron started
depositing in my liver causing pain and abnormal blood levels. An MRI
confirmed that the iron was in my liver. . . they had to drain blood out of my
body and throw it away. This was emotionally very hard for me; I should
have never had to endure this procedure!” (Patient Jessica Arsenault)
• “The doctors at U of M . . .told me I didn’t need the five weeks of Iron
treatments Dr Fata told me I had to have . . . I didn’t need the 22 hydration
treatments he gave me the day after every chemo treatment. He also gave
me a Neulasta shot in 2011 . . . it made me so ill and gave me so much pain
that I reused when they tried to give it to me again. I found out I didn’t
need that shot either. I didn’t ned the PET scan he said I HAD to have. . . .”
(Patient Tina Farrell)
•

“I spent three (3) days a week during my first pregnancy and five (5) days a
week getting [iron] infusions from Dr. Fata during my second pregnancy. I
was depressed, in pain; my veins were destroyed because of the constant
blood draws and infusions . . . Because of the harsh reaction I had to the
iron . . . I also had to take benadryl everyday. Not only were both my
children exposed to the iron, but also a second drug in order for me to
tolerate it. I was drugging my kids but not drinking soda . . . I would pray
and ask G-d that my numbers would be good enough for me to be “normal”
and for my kids to be safe, but according to Dr. Fata, they were never good
enough. I wanted to experience a healthy, happy pregnancy, but never did.
I was in fear and depressed each time . . . I received nearly 300 infusions,
but after his arrest, I got a second and third opinion [and] was told I never
needed more than five (5). I was also advised that the type of iron was not
the correct type. Being self employed . . . taking daily treatments put me
17
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out of business during the years I was pregnant.. . . I went to two doctors.
Both of them advised me that I had iron poisoning. Both of them told me, I
now have to check my major organ functions and also be checked for
calcification of my organs. I am 37 years old . . . The worst part is . . . I had
to have both of my children tested for iron poisoning . . .I took them to the
hospital. I had them poked by needles, a two (2) year old and four (4) year
old. I had to have their blood drawn . . . I questioned myself. Was my trust
in Dr. Fata going to be hurtful to my children? Will they be sick because of
me? . . Did he really infuse a pregnant woman, with unnecessary iron for
financial gain? . . . The thought that he could have done this to my kids was
unbearable. . . continued testing will be necessary in order to properly
monitor them for the unforeseen future . . . I have residual damages as a
result of the iron. I have been advised to have regular phlebotomies in order
to get rid of the extra iron I have. I have lost feeling, due to nerve damage .
. . I am still missing work and time away from my kids.” (Writer Requested
Anonymity)
• “I was . . . diagnosed and treated by Dr. Fata [for a couple of years] for
“severe” anemia/iron deficiency. I quote “severe” because as news broke of
his crimes I obtained my medical records and discovered that while my iron
counts were low, I was in the “normal” range. . . . Upon my first visit to Dr.
Fata I was told . . my iron was “dangerously” low and that I needed an
infusion immediately . . .” (Patient Rachel Pingle)
•

“My father was under Dr. Fata’s care from June 2007 through February
2010 . . . On March 26, 2010 he passed away from liver failure. While in
Dr. Fata’s care he was being treated of anemia. He was . . . receiv[ing] iron
infusions 3 times weekly to get his iron count to a normal range . . . After
many infusions . . . Dr. Fata suggested he start receiving an iron shot that (in
his words) unfortunately was much more expensive but might work, since
(in his words) the infusions were not working. After 3 years and many
weeks and days of iron therapy . . . a few weeks later he became ill, 15 days
later he died . .” (H.L., Daughter of Patient)

• “After my first visit with Dr. Fata, he stated that I had low iron deficiency
anemia and . . . therefore I had to be treated with iron infusions . . . My
18
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insurance was billed $3,000 per infusion . . . While being treated over the
years with iron infusions and/or shots yet never feeling any improvement . .
. Dr. Fata kept saying the shots were going to work but I just had to give it
time . . . I was on unpaid leave for almost a year! . . . after 2-3 years of
having these symptoms . . . [a] sleep study [by a neurologist] revealed that I
had severe sleep apnea . . . my new physician ran a battery of tests [in April
2014] . . . my iron and blood platelet levels are fine . . “(Writer Requested
Anonymity)
X.

Lying About Availability of Stem Cell Transplants
• “My husband started treating with Fata 7 years ago for
Myleodysplasia/MDS. . . since 2007, [my husband] has remained on
chemo, in addition to iron infusions and four injections a month. . . .[Our 2nd
opinion doctor] asked us why we never tried stem cell transplants? He said
they can be very effective in treating MDS, rather than taking dangerous
chemo treatments. Dr. Fata never told us this was an option. When we
discussed alternatives to chemo, all Dr. Fata indicated was that if [my
husband] did not follow Dr. Fata’s chemo regimen, [he] would get leukemia
. . . He did not tell us stem cell transplants have been available for years.
Unfortunately, the normal cutoff is 70. [My husband] is 71.” (T.K., Wife
of Patient)

XI.

Patient Not Informed About Risk of Sterility

• “I began seeing Dr. Fata in May 2006 for his diagnosis of Hodgkins
lymphoma. He treated me with chemo for approx.. 6 months . . . [at] U of
M Ann Arbor . . . I was told . . . that I actually had non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma and would now need a bone marrow transplant because of the
previous failed chemo treatment . . .When I told [Fata] I had cancelled [my
chemo treatment] he proceeded to yell at me that I was wasting his time & a
spot someone else could have been using . . . The conversation ended with
me in tears & him telling me not to bother coming back to him because
“There are too many hands in your cookie jar.” . . his nurse called . . . &
tried to reschedule me. I refused . . . I first learned of harvesting my eggs
[from U of M] but was told I would already be sterile because I had already
19
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had chemo even though I was never informed it would make me sterile or
given the option of harvesting my eggs by Dr. Fata. . . .” (Patient Jaclyn
(Sheldon) McDowell)
XII. Frightening Patients into Chemotherapy
• “I asked Dr. Fata if could get the treatments in either Kalamazoo or St.
Joseph, MI as I have a small cottage in western Michigan. He absolutely
refused . . . I had to travel 500 miles round trip . . to return for treatments.
At one point I inquired if a second opinion would be advisable. His reply
was, “if I obtained a second opinion, do not return for his care.” (Patient
H.G.)
• “Fata was a fear-monger. When we asked about trying a chemo holiday for
a month or two (something many of my dad’s [doctor] colleagues suggested
and seemed to think was quite normal) Fata would say that was not possible
. . Fata also threatened more than once that if my dad quit doing chemo, he
would have to sign on to Hospice, and that Hospice would make him stop
dialyzing.” (Ellen Piligian, Daughter of Patient)
• “Fata basically scared my husband into continuing the chemo treatments by
telling him that discontinuing treatment could cause the cancer [in his
blood] to attach to his bones or metastasize and he (Fata) would be unable
to help him.” (Florence Wilson, Wife of Patient)
XIII. United Diagnostic PET Scan Fraud/Vital Pharmacy
• “My last follow up with Fata was July 2013. . . at this visit, he said he
wanted me to get a PET scan. He also wanted me to use a pharmacist that
he knew . . . He seemed very nervous during this discussion . . . Fata also
lied when getting my PET scan ordered by saying I had bone pain. I never
said that to him.” (Patient Irene Farley)
• “I had an appointment with Dr. Fata on May 9, 2013, and he said I HAD to
have a PET and his office scheduled one for me for August. I remember
seeing him write in the diagnosis box on the order form “new hip pain” as
20
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an explanation of why I needed the PET scan. I thought that was odd since
I had had the same hip pain since . . . 2008 . . . Dr. FATA said I HAD to
have the PET scan. I told him I wanted to go to Crittenton Hospital and he
said no, his machine at his office was much better and he said I HAD to
have it there. I really didn’t want to drive all the way to his office for the
PET scan but he insisted.” (Patient Tina Farrell)
• “Dr. Fata had scheduled me for several PET scans but always cancelled
them, sating the machine wasn’t ready yet. Does that beg the question of
why, if it was so necessary, he couldn’t just send me to another facility? . .
.Dr. Fata sent one of the ladies to check if my insurance would cover my
medications and I thought he was going to jump out of his seat when she
returned and told him all meds were covered by my insurance. All
medications were going to be handled right out of his own little pharmacy
that was right then being built.” (Patient Jack Fields)
• “When the PET scan that you had insisted initially wasn’t necessary until
you had the machine installed in your office (coincidently) revealed that the
cancer had spread to the majority of dad’s bones, what did you say? Press
on! More treatment! All the while, insisting you would save him . . .”
(Dennis Wynn, Son of Patient )
XIV. Short Office Visits
• I always thought it was strange that he only spent 3 minutes with me and
never had any records on my blood count numbers.” (Patient Susan Duda)
• “It was always the same . . . wait . . . 2 or 3 hours to talk with Dr. Fata who
spent a grand total of 2 or 3 minutes to tell you that “you are doing fine”
and then schedule another appointment.” (Patient Jack Fields)
• “Most of the time, I waited one to two hours to see him . . .He rarely spent
more than five minutes with me.” (Patient H.G.)
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• “we would have to wait long hours to see him and when he did finally meet
with us, he would spend literally five minutes discussing my treatment in
general terms before moving on to the next patient.”(Patient Melissa Ann
Kloc)
• “We sat in the waiting room for 5 hours . . . we are finally called into the
room . . Fata comes in spends maybe 5 mins with you, and then takes you
to the front so you can make your next appointment.” (Patient M.M.)
• “We would wait for hours to see him personally . . . Dr. Fata would come
in for 5 minutes . . “ (Sandra Voorhis, Wife of Patient)

XV. Loss of Faith in Doctors
• “I relate to the Health Care industry entirely differently. I am suspicious,
cynical and lacking in trust. . . I went from feeling informed and reasonably
knowledgeable to feeling ignorant and helpless. I can no longer fill out a
family medical history survey because I no longer know the truth about my
father’s health.” (Jane Heineken, Daughter of Patient)
• “It is so hard to trust doctors now because of Dr. Fata and it will take a long
time to trust again . . . I want him to know that my 10 year old daughter sees
him now on the news and I have to explain to her why my doctor hurt
people. How do you explain in a 10 year old that a doctor could hurt
people, I have no answers for her. (Patient Tina Farrell)
• “I don’t trust any doctor or medical professional, I doubt everything they
say. When I start thinking about it I can’t function, I become so anxious
that I can’t even go to work, and if I have a doctor’s appointment for myself
or my son I cancel it. I thought it would get better with time, but it hasn’t.
How am I supposed to go thru the rest of my life not trusting the medical
profession?” (Patient Sandra Lord)
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• “I have a hard time getting either one of my children to see a doctor when
the need calls because they have lost trust not only with doctors but society
as a whole because of what Dr. Fata did to their grandfather.” (H.L.,
Daughter of Patient)
• “I now have major trust issues with anyone or anything involving medical
decisions or my continuing care. I’m afraid they are all out to take
advantage of the system, or me and my family, only for their financial
gains.” (Patient Christopher Sneary)
XVI. Financial Impact
• “ . . we were financially devastated with medical bills. I had medical bills
that I shouldn’t have had for extra surgeries, extra chemo . . . I couldn’t
work in my licensed daycare for almost two years because I was so sick . . I
had to close the doors . . . My husband had to work two jobs so we could
make it . . . “. (Patient Tina Farrell)
• “Before this devastating situation, I was working and making more than
$50,000/yr. as a financial analyst. Because of the many visits and physical
deterioration from the chemotherapy treatments I was let go from my job
and was no longer able to support my wife and family. I have gone into
debt deeply both medically and materially. I also am not sure if I will ever
be able to support myself and family the same as before.” (Writer
Requested Anonymity)
• “my entire family suffered emotionally and financially. We paid many bills
out-of-pocket that our insurance did not cover. . . we had to rely on the
kindness of others to help us buy groceries, pay our mortgage, and other
miscellaneous bills. All of our money went [to] Dr. Fata to pay for his
unnecessary and damaging treatments. We could not even afford Christmas
gifts for our daughter that year.. . this was extremely upsetting for my
husband. He felt terrible that we could not make ends meet, through no
fault of his own.”(Patient Melissa Ann Kloc)
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• “Dr. Fata’s treatments have caused me to exhaust a . . .retirement account
and withdraw another 10,000 . . . (Patient Diane Molitoris)
• “The financial harm and responsibility to me and my family has been and
still is substantial. I have spent thousands on my deductibles and co-pays.
My health insurance company was billed close to $400,000 for his
prescribed procedures for me alone. Most of it was unnecessary . . . I
estimate that I myself have lost more than 5,000 man hours in the past 44
months . . . This setback for my time alone could potentially have been
worth several million dollars of lost revenue to [my] business. . . He has
financially destroyed any chance of me being able to retire with any
financial security.” (Patient Christopher Sneary)
• “After I started seeing Fata for a while, I lost my insurance for 3 months
before I got Medicare and he said I need to get those [Zometa] infusions
and not stop so I got them on loan from him. I would pay so much each
month for the Zometa and the room time. We have so many other medical
bills that we cannot pay on our income I just put them in a pile, cry, and
pray. We have to be about 30 thousand in debt and 10 thousand is in
medical bills . . . Between dealing with the bills, the pain and headaches I
get from thinking about Fata and seeing my wife suffer everyday is getting
to me and is really warring heavy on my shoulders.” (Patient Robert
Sobieray)
XII. Overwhelming Feeling of Guilt Experienced by Family Members of
Patients
• The thought of anyone mistreating his father haunts him and causes guilt
feelings because “we should have known”, but you trust your doctor to do
right . . .it forever changes us as human beings . .. I myself often wonder
why I didn’t see it, how did I miss it, could I have done something . .
.”(Children of Patient)
• “I blame myself for not seeing the red flags, sooner . . “(Antoinette Zanotti,
Wife of Patient)
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• “ . . . the guilt I bear that I should have been more aware of her mistreatment
is with me for life.” (Anita Kepley, Daughter of Patient)
• “ . . . not a day goes by that I don’t feel guilt . . . I have only a picture to
apologize to now . . .”(Sydney Zaremba, Daughter of Patient)
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